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Abst rac t - -A  mathematical puzzle from a recent issue of the New Scientist magazine is solved 
by combining the theory of permutations with Prolog's symbolic and other computational facilities. 
The scheme studied is interesting because it shows that the power of the generate-and-test approach, 
a rather crude approach known from Artificial Intelligence, is greatly enhanced if it is supplemented 
by some topical knowledge from the field of study. The puzzle involves earching for matrices with 
certain patterns, leading to the study of permutation types. The suggested route allows for the 
solution of a generalized version of the original puzzle. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Symbo l i c  computation, Permutation types, Ferrers diagrams, Patterned matrices, 
Mathematical puzzle, Prolog. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A regular feature in the New Scientist magazine is the Enigma puzzle which readers are invited 
each week to solve and may win a small prize for the correct solution. In the February 8, 2003, 
issue [1], the following puzzle was published (Enigma 1225). 
First, draw a chessboard. Now number the horizontal rows 1,2, . . . ,8 ,  from top to 
bottom and number the vertical columns 1, 2 , . . . ,  8, from left to right. You have to put 
a whole number  in each of the sixty-four squares, subject  to the  following: 
1. No two rows are exact ly  the same. 
2. Each row is equal  to one of the columns, but  not  to the co lumn wi th  the same 
number  as the row. 
3. I f  N is the largest number  you wri te on the chessboard then you must  also wri te 
1, 2 , . . . ,  N - 1 on the chessboard. 
The sum of the sixty-four numbers  you wri te on the chessboard is called your total. 
What  is the largest total you can obta in?  
The original formulat ion from the New Scientist uses a chessboard but  the problem can be 
equal ly set wi th a square board of any size. In our discussion, we shall al low for any board size as 
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this will allow the behaviour of the implementations to be assessed as a function of the problem 
size. 
We are going to solve this puzzle here by a combination of Discrete Mathematics and Prolog. 
The approach described below has the following features. 
• The puzzle will be represented in terms of permutations. Some results from the theory of 
permutations will therefore prove important. 
• We shall manipulate symbolic patterned matrices using Prolog's unification mechanism. 
• We shall apply the generate-and-test strategy (e.g., [2-4]) to obtain feasible solutions and 
then test them for optimality. 
• Finally, a second, fast solution will be arrived at by drastically reducing the number of 
cases to be tested. This is accomplished by working with permutation types. It turns 
out that it suffices to consider a representative permutation from each type. Types are 
generated in Prolog by a concise implementation using a recursive algorithm from Discrete 
Mathematics. 
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we are going to consider a feasible 
solution so as to have a point of reference as the ideas unfold. In Section 3, a basic solution scheme 
is described, which then in Section 4 is implemented in Prolog. In there, the puzzle's relationship 
to permutations i addressed and implementation issues are discussed. The implementation is 
hopelessly inefficient, though. In Section 5, we reflect on the causes of this and examine in more 
detail the puzzle's interrelationship with the theory of permutations. We demonstrate that we 
can limit ourselves to testing the total for a few representative permutations. Pertinent new 
issues concerning the Prolog implementation are also discussed. We conclude with an assessment 
of the new, much improved computing times. 
2. A FEAS IBLE  SOLUTION 
Figure 1 shows a feasible solution, i.e., a board arrangement with all the required constraints 
satisfied. It is seen that the first requirement is satisfied since the rows are all distinct. The 
second condition is also seen to hold, whereby rows and columns are interrelated as indicated in 
the following table: 
Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Row 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 4 
We use the permutation 
( 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7  8)  
~= 3 1 5 6 7 8 4 (1) 
to denote the corresponding column-to-row transformation. The board also satisfies the latter 
part of the second condition since no row is mapped to a column in the same position. In terms 
of permutations, this means that no entry will remain fixed: these permutations we shall call 
admissible. (Such permutations are called derangements in [5, p. 73].) The third condition is 
obviously also satisfied with N -- 6. The board's total is 301, not the maximum, which, as we 
shall see later, is 544. 
3. OUTL INE  SOLUTION SCHEME 
Steps (a)-(e) below outline an algorithm based on generate-and-test: first generate all feasible 
solutions (an example of which was seen in Section 2) and then choose one with the maximum 
total. 
(a) Take an admissible permutation, such as lr in (1). 
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Figure 1. 
3 6 6 6 6 6  
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3 4 5 6 7 8  
A~iblesolution. 
(b) Find an 8 × 8 matrix with symbolic entries whose rows and columns are interrelated by 
the permutation i (a). As an example, let us consider for the permutation :r two such 
matrices, MI and Ms, with 
M 1 = 
-X3 x l  x3 X6 X6 X~ X6 X6 
X3 Xa X1 X~ X6 X~ )(6 X6 
X~ X3 X3 X6 X6 X6 X8 X6 
x6 X6 X~ X4 X5 X2 X5 X4 
3;6 X~ X~ X4 X4 X5 X2 X5 
X8 X6 X6 )(5 X4 X4 )(5 X2 
X6 X6 )/6 X2 X5 X4 X4 X5 
.);6 X~ X~ X5 X2 X5 X4 )(4 
and 
M 2 -- 
Y3 Y1 Y3 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 
Y3 Y3 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 
Y1 Y3 Y3 YI Y~ Y~ YI Y1 
Y~ Y1Y~ Y4 Y~ Y: Y5 Y4 
Y1 Y1 Y1 Y4 Y4 Y5 Y2 Ys 
Y1 Y1 Y1 Y5 Y4 Y4 Y5 Y2 
Y1Y l  Yl Y2 Y5 Y4 Y4 Y5 
-Y~ Y~ Y1 Y5 Y2 Y5 Y4 Y4 
The matrices M1 and M2 both satisfy the first part of Condition 2. It is also observed 
that the pattern of M2 may be obtained from that of M1 by specialization: match, or, in 
Prolog terminology, unify the variables X1 and X6 in MI  to obtain M2. Thus, any total 
achievable for M2 is also achievable for M1. For any given admissible permutation, we 
can therefore concentrate on the most general pattern of variables, M, say. (We term a 
pattern of variables most general if it cannot be obtained by specialization from a more 
general one.) The operation just described is in Prolog terms 'unification' and M1 is 
indeed the 'most general unifier' of all patterns atisfying the first part of Condition 2 
with the permutation 7r. 
(c) Verify Condition 1 for the symbolic matrix M. This test is necessary since at this stage 
a matrix may have been generated failing to satisfy Condition 1 as is illustrated by the 
(admissible) permutation 
0 
P= 3 1 5 4 7 8 6 (2) 
and the corresponding most general matrix M3: 
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Z4 
Z4 
Z1 
Z9 
M3 --- 
Z9 
Z7 
Z5 
.Z~ 
Zl Z4 Z9 Z9 Z5 Z6 z7 
Z4 Zl Z9 Z9 Z7 Z5 Z6 
z4 Z4 z9 z9 z6 z7 z5 
go Z9 Z3 Z3 Zlo Zlo Zlo 
Z9 Z9 Z3 Z3 Zlo Zlo Zlo 
Z6 Z5 Zlo Zlo Z8 Z2 Z8 
Z7 Zs Zl0 Z10 Zs Zs Z2 
Z5 Z7 Zlo Zlo Z2 Zs Zs 
Once this test is passed, we are sure that also the latter part of Condition 2 is satisfied. 1
(d) We now evaluate the pattern M. If N symbols have been used in M, assign the numbers 
1 , . . . ,  N to them in reverse order by first assigning N to the most frequently occurring 
symbol, N -1  to the second most frequently occurring symbol, etc. The total thus achieved 
will be a maximum for the given pattern M. 
(e) The problem is finally solved by generating and evaluating all patterns according to (a)-(d) 
and selecting one with the maximum total. 
4. F IRST  IMPLEMENTATION 
Steps (a)-(e) have been implemented in SWI-Prolog [6]. Below we describe this by highlighting 
its noteworthy features while assuming that certain (fairly straightforward) Prolog predicates are 
available. These are, among others, the following. 
* admiss ib le (+L, -P )  will return in P on backtracking all admissible permutations of the 
list in L. 
• l i s t_permute (+P, +L,-PL) will return in PL a list which arises by permuting L's entries 
according to P. (We represent permutations by the list of the bottom entries of their 
two-line representation; thus, ~r in (1) is written as [2, 3, 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 4].) 
• wr i te_matr ix /1  and wr i te_ imatr ix /1  for displaying, respectively, symbolic and integer 
matrices on the terminal in the usual fashion. (We represent matrices as lists of their rows 
which themselves are written as lists.) 
4.1. Symbo l i c  Mat r i ces  
4.1.1. P reparatory  s teps  
To generate a list of N unbound variables, L, we define var_ l i s t  (+N,-L) in terms of the built-in 
predicate length /2  by 
var_list(N,L) :- length(L,N). 
Matrices with distinct symbolic entries may now be produced by mapping; for example, a 3 x 2 
matrix is obtained by 
?- maplist(var_list, [2,2,2] ,M). 
M = [[_G370, _G373], [_G379, _G382] , [_G388, _G391]] 
This idea can be taken to define a predicate var_matrix (+N,-M) for generating a square symbolic 
matrix M of size N. 
The transpose of a matrix M is obtained by 
transpose(M,T) : -  [H[_] = M, 
length(H,  NCols), 
from_to (I, NCols, L), 
maplist (col(M) ,L,T). 
IWere it not so, there would exist a row and a column with the same index such that the two were identical. 
However, this row will be identical (by way of the admissible permutation) to some other column too. Hence, two 
columns and, therefore, also two rows would be identical, thus failing the test. 
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where 
coI(M,N,C) :- maplist(nthl(N),M,C). 
returns in C the N th column of the matrix M. (n th l /3  is an SWI-Prolog built-in for getting hold 
of a specific entry of a list.) 
4.1.2. Most  genera l  pat te rned  symbo l i c  mat r i ces  
It is now that Prolog shows its true strength: we use unification to generate symbolic square 
matrices with certain patterns. For example, we may produce a 3 x 3 symmetric matrix thus: 
?- varnnatrix(3,_M), transpose(_M,_M), write_matrix(_M) .2 
[_C535, _G538, _G541] 
[_G538, _G550, _G553] 
[_C541, _G553, _G565] 
Notice that this is the most genera/symbolic matrix whose rows and columns are interrelated by 
the permutation identity. 
More generally, we are now in a position to produce most general symbolic matrices corre- 
sponding to any permutation. For example, the query 
?- var_matrix(3,_M), list_permute( [3,1,2] ,_M,_P), 
transpose (_P, _M), write_matrix (_M) . 
[_C748, _G748, _G754] 
[_G754, _G748, _G748] 
[_C748, _G754, _G748] 
generates the most general 3 × 3 matrix whose rows and columns are interrelated by the permu- 
tation 
1232)  
3 1 " 
Unification plays again a crucial r61e here as _It is declared to be the transpose of _p.a This is 
accomplished in the following three steps. 
(i) t ranspose /2  receives in its first argument the Prolog term for _P. 
(ii) The term for the transpose of _P is returned in the second argument of t ranspose/2 .  
(iii) This then is unified with the term for ~ ,  thereby producing the intended pattern. 
4.1.3. D is t inc t  rows 
We have to be able to test whether all rows of a matrix with symbolic entries are distinct. 
Matrices are lists, we therefore need to test for distinctness of list entries which are Prolog terms. 
For example, the matrix [[A, B], [C, D]] should pass the test, whereas [[A, B], [A, B]] 
should not. The negation of the unification operator (\=/2) cannot ell apart the rows of the first 
matrix; we need here a 'stronger' (i.e., more specialized) notion of equality as defined by the term 
equivalence operator ==/2 and its negation, \==/2. Thus, using \==/2 will allow the rows of the 
former matrix to be recognized as different, whereas those of the latter are verified identical. 
?- [A, B] \== [C, D]. 
A = _G240 B = _G243 C = _G246 D = _G249 
Yes 
2To suppress the automatic display of the value of a variable in SWI-Prolog, Version 5.5.27 (the most current 
version at the time of writing), issue the directive 
:- set_prologcflag(toplevel_print_anon, false). 
and start the variable's name with an underscore. 
3Trying to achieve the same result using a programming language without built-in unification will be a much more 
involved exercise. 
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?- [A, B] \== [A, B]. 
No 
Using \==/2, we now define the predicate distinct/l for testing the distinctness of rows of a 
matrix recursively by 
distinct ( [_] ) . 
distinct([HIT]) :- not in (H , T) , distinct(T). 
where 
notin(_,  [] ) .  
not in(E, [HIT])  : -  E \== H, not in(E ,T) .  
4.1.4. Eva luat ing pat terns  and comput ing  totals 
Given a patterned symbolic matrix, we want to sort the list of its entries according to their 
frequency of occurrence and assign the rank order to each. For example, in the matrix obtained 
in the second query in Section 4.1.2, the entry _G748 occurs six times while _G754 occurs thrice. 
Therefore, as shown below, _G754 and _G748 will be assigned the values 1 and 2, respectively. 
?- var_matrix(3,_M), l i s t_permute(  [3,1,2] ,_M,_P), 
transpose (_P , _M) , eval_matrix(_M,Freq) , wrize_matrix(_M) . 
[2, 2, 1] 
[1, 2, 2] 
[2, 1, 2] 
Freq = [ (3, 1), (6, 2)] 
This is accomplished by the predicate val_matrix (?M,-Freq) ; it expects a symbolic matrix M in 
its first argument which then is unified with an integer matrix whose each entry will be the rank 
order of the frequency of the corresponding symbolic entry. The second argument Freq is unified 
with the list of frequencies for each number in the matrix as indicated above. (The definition of 
eval_matr ix/2 is not shown here.) 
Finally, the total of the matrix is derived from its list of frequencies as shown below. 
? - to ta l ( [  (3, 1), (6, 2) ] ,  Tota l ) .  
Total  = 15 
4.2. Imp lementat ion  
square (+Size, -M, -Tota l , -Freq, -Perm) will return on backtracking feasible solutions to the 
puzzle of a given Size. It is defined by sequencing the predicates defined earlier. 
square (Size, M, To~al, Freq, Perm) :- 
var_matrix (Size ,M), 
from_to ( I, Size, 0ne_to_Size), 
admissible (0he_to_Size, Perm), 
list_permute (Perm, M, P), 
transpose (P ,M), 
distinct (M), 
eval_matrix (M, Freq), 
total (Freq, Total). 
(from_to/3 produces the list of all integers with specified boundaries.) Figure 2 shows the 
fragment of a query to indicate the workings of square/5 for a 4 × 4 board. 
Finally, to solve the original puzzle, we collect all the possible values of total for an 8 × 8 board 
and select he maximum. 
7- setof (_Tot, AM^_Freq'_Perm ~ square (8, _M, _Tot, _Freq, _Perm), Tots), 
last (Max, Tots). 
Enigma 1225 
?- square  ($,_M, Tota l ,F req ,Perm)  , urri te_~at r i z ( _~)  . 
[1, 1, 2, 3] 
[1, 1, 3, 2] 
[3, 2, 4, 4] 
[2, 3, 4, 4] 
389 
Tota l  = 40 
F req  = [ (4,  1) ,  (4,  2 ) ,  (4,  3 ) ,  (4,  4 ) ]  
Perm = [2, I, 4, 3] ; 
[1, 2, 2, 1] 
[1, 1, 2, 2] 
[2, 1, 1, 2] 
[2, 2, 1, 1] 
Tota l  = 24 
Freq = [ (8, I), (8, 2)] 
Perm = [2, 3, 4, I] ; 
Figure 2 Generating ~asible solutions by square/5 
Tots  = [160,  244,  288,  301,  400,  544] 
Max = 544 
We now know that themax~mumtotal  is 544 and mayf ind a board with that total (and the 
corresponding permutation) by 
? -  square(8 ,_E ,S44 ,_ ,Perm) ,  wr l te_ lmat r ix (_~) .  
[ 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7] 
[ 1 1 3 2 5 4 7 6] 
[ 3 2 8 8 9 10 11 12] 
[ 2 3 8 8 10 9 12 11] 
[ 5 4 10 9 13 13 14 15] 
[ 4 5 9 10 13 13 15 14] 
[ 7 6 12 11 15 14 16 16] 
[ 6 7 11 12 14 15 16 16] 
Perm = [2,  1, 4,  3, 6,  5,  8,  7] 
5. ENHANCED IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1. What  is Wrong wi th  the Present  Imp lementat ion?  
The implementation derived in Section 4 has serious limitations. Table 1 shows the CPU 
times needed for solving the puzzle for up to size 9 on a 300 MHz PC. The size of the original 
puzzle seems to be the practicM limit of what can be solved by this method. 4 Table 1 indi- 
cates that the computing time increases roughly with the factorial of Size. This means for the 
original puzzle that 8! = 40,320 permutations have to be generated of which 14,833 will be 
4There is another problem for larger sizes which could be overcome, however. For sizes exceeding 9, insufficient 
memory will be available for using seto f /3  to collect the values of total. To remedy the situation, we could 
instead calculate the maximum total in an incremental fashion by using, for instance, asser t /1  to save in the 
database the most recent maximum value of total. 
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Table 1. CPU times for various board sizes. 
Size 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
CPU seconds 0.00 0.06 0.11 2.03 15.37 209.6 3,334 
admissible. 5 Each of these will give rise to a patterned symbolic matrix, each to be tested by 
d i s t inc t /1 .  The number of patterned matrices passing this test is 13,713. 6 All of them axe 
then evaluated, resulting in a list with 13,713 entries. After removing duplicates with setof /3 ,  
we end up with a list of just six values! 
There is obviously a great deal of duplication of effort here. 
To reduce the number of permutations to be considered, we axe going to introduce in the 
next section a partitioning of the set of all permutations into subsets, called types, such that 
permutations of the same type will share certain pertinent properties. More precisely, each of 
the following properties will be such that permutations of the same type either all have it or none 
has it (we may call them type-properties): 
• being admissible, 
• for admissible permutations, the corresponding most general symbolic pattern having 
distinct rows. 
Furthermore, 
• for permutations of the same type, the corresponding most general symbolic pattern will 
evaluate to the same maximum total. 
It will therefore suffice to concentrate on a representative permutation from each type. Before 
elaborating on these ideas, however, we first review some results from the theory of permuta- 
tions [5]. 
5.2. Some Resul ts  f rom the Theory  of Permutat ions  
5.2.1. The  cycle notation for permutations 
Let us look at the permutation 
( 1 6 2 3 4 5 6 7  8)  
T---- 5 4 8 7 3 2 1 " 
It can be thought of as the composition of two cycles ~'1 and ~'2 with 
T I= 7 , T2= 4 8 3 1 " 
It is seen from Figure 3 that both cycles (as the name implies) effect a cyclical interchange on 
a subset of {1, . . . ,  8}; these subsets form a partition of {1, . . . ,  8} -- {2, 5, 7} U {1, 3, 4, 6, 8}. We 
5The number of admissible permutations can be found by the query 
?- bagof(_A,admissible([l ,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] ,_).),_As), length(_As,L). 
L = 14833 
Alternatively, the number of admissible permutations of {1, . . . ,n} ,  an, may be calculated by the recur rence  
relation an = n] - ( f in  + f2,~ +""  + f (n -Dn + 1), where fin ---- (~)an- i  denotes the number of permutations of 
{1, ... ,n} which leave exactly i entries fixed. Start with al ---- 0. Other ways of calculating an may be found in [5, 
p. 73]. 
6We find this by the query 
7- bagof (_Tot, _M'_Freq ^_Perm ^  square (8, _M, _Tot, _Freq, _Perm), _Tots), length (_Tots, L). 
L = 13713 
The matrix M3 in Section 3 is an example for a pattern which will be tested by dist inct/ l  and fail. 
7 
/ \ 
2 --~ 
En igma 1225 
4 
J \ 
8 3 
5 \ t 
1 -~ 6 
Figure 3. The cycles ~'1 and ~'2. 
may use the cycle notation to denote cycles: 7-1 = (5 7 2), 7-2 = (6 
permutation 7 is said to be the product of the cycles 7-1 and 72, 
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3 4 8 I). The  
7-=(5  7 2 ) (6  3 4 8 1).  (3) 
As the individual cycles of a product operate on disjoint sets, the order in which the cycles are 
listed is immaterial. The entries of a cycle in the cycle notation may be rotated; for example, 
(3 4 8 1 6 ) still refers to the cycle 72. 
Another example of a permutation in the cycle notation is 
p=(4  5 ) (1  2 3 ) (6  7 8) (4) 
in (2); it is the product of three cycles. 
Finally, admissible permutations (derangements) are now easily recognized as those without a 
1-cycle. 
5.2 .2 .  Types  
The permutation 7-in (3) is the product of two cycles, 71 and 7-2, of length 3 and 5, respectively. 
Therefore, 7- is said to be of type [3151]. 7 7r in (1) is another permutation of the same type, since 
~=(3 1 2)(7 s 4 5 6). (5) 
On the other hand, p in (4) is seen to be of type [2132]. 
We note in passing that each type corresponds to a partition of the number of elements per- 
muted. A partition of a positive whole number is its representation as the sum of some positive 
whole numbers. For example, the above types define the partitions 8 = 3 + 5 and 8 = 2 + 3 + 3, 
respectively. 
Types in our context become significant by the following. 
OBSERVATION. Column-to-row transformations of the same type give rise to most genera/pat- 
terned symbolic matrices which are essentially the same in that they can be transformed into 
each other by appropriate row-to-row and column-to-column rearrangements. 
Let us illustrate this by an example. To determine the most general symbolic matrix for 7- 
from that of 7r, proceed as follows. 
(1) Write the permutations 7r and 7 in cycle notation ((5) and (3), respectively) and place 
them above each other as shown below: 
7 r=(3  1 2 ) (7  8 4 5 6) 
7-=(5 7 2)(6 3 4 8 1). 
Shorter cycles should precede longer ones. 
7In this notation for types (see [5]), the superscripts stand for the number of times cycles of a particular length 
occur. The square brackets have nothing to do with Prolog's list notation. 
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(2) Read off the rearrangement as 
5 7 2 6 3 4 8 ' 
or, written in the usual way, as 
(1  2 3 4 5 6 7 ~)  
7 2 5 4 8 1 6 " 
(3) Produce the most general patterned symbolic matrix for 7r by 
?- var_matrix(8,_M), l i s t _permute( [2 ,3 , l ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,4 ]  _M,_P), 
transpose(__P,_M) 
[_G868 _G871, _G868 
[_G868 _G868, _G871 
[_G871 _G868, _G868 
[_G877 _G877, _G877 
[_G877 _G877, _G877 
[_G877 _G877, _G877 
[_G877 _G877, _G877 
[_G877 _G877, _G877 
Rename the variables asnecessary and observe 
write_matrlx(_M). 
_G877, _G877, _G877, _G877, _G877] 
_G877, _G877, _G877, _G877, _G877] 
_G877, _G877, _G877, _G877, _G877] 
_G958, _G961, _G964, _G961, _G958] 
_G958, _G958, _G961, _G964, _G961] 
_G961, _G958, _G958, _G961, _G964] 
_G964, _G961, _G958, _G958, _G961] 
_G961, _G964, _G961, _G958, _G958] 
that the 
(4) Rearrange the co lumns of M1 according 
-Xs X1 Xs )/6 
X6XaX6X6 
X6 X3 X~ X~ 
X= X6 X4 X4 
X5 X6 Xs X4 
X4 X6 X2 X5 
X4 X6 X5 X= 
.X~ )(6 );4 X5 
(5) Now, using (6) again, rearrange the rows 
-X4 X~ X2 X5 
X~XaX6X~ 
XsX6X4X5 
X2 X~ X4 Xa 
X6 X3 X6 X6 
X4X6XsX2 
x6x ix6x~ 
.xs x~ xs x4 
to (6) to get 
Xa X8 X3 
X1X6X3 
XaX~X1 
X6 Xs X~ 
X6 X2X~ 
X6 Xs X6 
X6 X4 X6 
X6 X4 X~ 
of the matrix 
x~xsx6  
x1 x~ x3 
x8 x4x6  
x6 x5 x6 
XaX6Xl  
X~ X4 X6 
Xa X6 Xa 
X6 X= X~ 
This is the most general patterned symbolic matrix for 
below. 
~- var_matrix(8,_M), l i s t _permute( J6 ,5 ,4 ,8 ,7 ,3 ,2  
transpose (_P, _M), writ ematrix (_M). 
[_G868 
[_G871 
[_G877 
[_G874 
[_G871 
[_G868 
[_G871 
[_G87r 
_G871 
_G898 
_G871 
_G871 
_G898 
_G871 
_G907 
_G871 
_G874, 
_G871, 
_G868, 
_G868, 
_G871, 
_G877, 
_G871, 
_G877, 
_G877, _G871, 
_G871 _G907, 
_G877 _G871, 
_G868 _G871, 
_G871 _G898, 
_G874 _G871, 
_G871 _G898, 
_G868 _G871, 
_G877, _G871 
_G871, _G898 
_G868, _G871 
_G877, _G871 
_G871, _G907 
_G868, _G871 
_G871, _G898, 
_G874, _G871, 
(6) 
above is M1 from Section 3. 
X6" 
X8 
X~ 
X5 
X4 
X4 
X5 
X2 
from the previous tep, to get 
x4- 
x6 
x2 
)(5 
x6 
x5 
)(6 
x4 
r as is confirmed by the query 
,1] ,_M,_P), 
_c868] 
_c871] 
_G874] 
_c877] 
_G871] 
_G877] 
_G871] 
_G868] 
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Row-to-row and column-to-column rearrangements obviously retain the total of a numerical 
matrix. Therefore, most general patterned symbolic matrices belonging to permutat ions of the 
same type will evaluate to the same maximum total. This confirms the last of the three results 
announced in Section 5.1. The other two are more straightforward. Admissibi l i ty (i.e., not having 
any 1-cycle) is clearly a type-property. Finally, a matr ix with distinct rows will be transformed 
to a such by a row-to-row or column-to-column rearrangement. Therefore, row-distinctness is 
also a type-property. 
5.3. Fas t  Generat ion  o f  Representat ive  Permutat ions  
5.3.1. Generating permutation types 
An algorithm from [5] for obtaining all partit ions of a number will serve as a basis for generating 
all permutat ion types for a given problem size. (As mentioned earlier, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between partit ions of a number and permutat ion types.) We quote from [5, 
p. 440]: 
The following rule is the basis for a method of listing all part it ions of n in lexicographic 
order, s The first part it ion is In]. Suppose the current part i t ion A has parts ),1/> ),2 ) 
- "  >/At. Then the next part it ion is found as follows: 
(1) if )`r ~ 1, then the parts of the next part it ion are A1, A2, . . . ,  A t - l ,  A~ - 1, 1; 
(2) if A~ -- )`r-1 . . . . .  ) , r -s+l  = 1 but ),~-s = x ¢ 1, then the parts of the 
next part it ion are obtained by replacing ) ` r - s , ) ` r - s+ l , . . . ,  Ar by x - 1,x - 1, 
x - 1 , . . . ,  x - 1, y, where 1 ~< y ~< x - 1 and the number of parts x - 1 is chosen 
so that  the result is a part it ion of n. 
To make the recursive step of this algorithm more accessible, we show in Table 2 some typical 
instances for generating partit ions of n -- 22. Such il lustrations are called Ferrers diagrams [5]. 
Tokens involved in the recursive step are marked by @; the current part i t ion is above the corre- 
sponding next part it ion in Table 2. 
We paraphrase the algorithm in plain English as it may look rather cryptic at first sight. We 
lay out n tokens to represent the current part it ion as a Ferrers diagTam. The initial pattern will 
be just a single row of n tokens, denoting the part it ion [n]. All subsequent diagrams will have 
several rows and (as a rule) longer rows are placed above shorter ones. To decide which of the 
recursive Steps (i) or (ii) applies, we inspect he bottom row. If it contains more than one token, 
we then remove its last (i.e., r ightmost) token and start a new row by placing it below what was 
hitherto the bottom row. This completes Step (i). On the other hand, if the bottom row consists 
of a single token, we then scan the diagram from bottom to top. There are now two possibilities. 
We may find that  all rows are single-token rows in which case we have found the last partition, 
[1~], and stop. (This has been omitted in the algorithm.) The other possibil ity is that  there is a 
row containing more than one token. In this case, we remove from the diagram all single-token 
rows as well as the bottom non-single-token row which has x (>/2) tokens, say. (These tokens 
have been marked in Table 2.) The tokens thus removed are now used to build up as many new 
rows of length x - 1 as possible; we place them below the other (undisturbed) tokens. All the 
remaining tokens, less than x - 1, if any, are placed below all the other tokens. This completes 
Step (ii). 
Partit ions will be represented in our Prolog implementation by lists of pairs; for example, 
[ (2 ,1 ) ,  (3 ,2 ) ,  (4 ,1 ) ,  (5 ,2 ) ]  stands for [21324152]. 
SThe following is an appropriate ordering. For two partitions of n, p = [1 ~12 ~2 -.. n ~"] and r = [1 ~12 ~2 -.. n~"], 
we say that p comes before r (denoted by p 4n r) if for some k E {1,... ,n}, ak > fik and ai = fii for all i E {k+l, 
. . . .  n}. For example, [113141] -is [1441] since, more explicitly, [112031415060708 °] -<s [1420304150607080] • 
(Longest possible identical tail sections are underlined.) In the ascending chain of successors produced by the 
algorithm, every partition of n appears ince -% is a total ordering on the partitions of n. 
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Table 2. Some Ferrets diagrams for n = 22. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
@ ® 
® 
® 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
O O 
@ 
® 
® 
@ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
[12214252 ] 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
O 0 
O O 
O 
@ 
® 
® 
® 
® 
O 
O 
0 
@ 
@ 
@ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
® ® 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
® ® 
@ ® 
@ 
O 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
O 0 0 
® 0 0 
0 0 
® ® 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
O 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
® 
® 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
[12324152] 
Step used: (ii) Step used: (ii) Step used: (i) 
As a first step towards implementing a type generator, we define a predicate next_par t i t ion  
(+Current,-Next) which for a Current partition returns the Next partition; for example, 
? -next_par t i t ion( [ (2 ,1 ) ,  (3 ,2) ,  (4 ,1) ,  (5 ,2 ) ] ,  Next). 
Next = [ (1, 2) ,  (3, 2) ,  (4, 1) ,  (5, 2)] ; 
No 
Below we define those three clauses of next_par t i t ion /2  which are typified by the cases in 
Table 2. There remain seven more cases to be considered; they are left to the reader to complete. 
next_par t i t ion(  [(1,Alpha),  (2,1) iT] , Z Implements col (1) 
[(l,NewAlpha) IT]) "- 
NewAipha is Alpha + 2. 
next_partit ion([(l ,Alphal),(L,AlphaL)IT], 
[ (Rest , i ) ,  Z 
(NewL,Razio), % 
(L,NewAIphaL) IT]) : -  % 
L > 2, % 
AlphaL > I, Z 
NewL is L - i, % 
Rest is (Alphal + L) mod NewL, % 
Rest > 0, % 
Ratio is (Alphal + L) // NewL, 
NewAlphaL is AlphaL - i. % 
next_parZition([(2,1) IT],[(1,2)]T]). Z 
Implements col (2) 
Implements col (3) 
The predicate next_par t i t ion /2  returns for a given partition its successor. We want, how- 
ever, a generator of partitions, i.e., a predicate which on backtracking will eventually return 
all partitions. This will be accomplished by the predicate generator(+From, ?Parts) ,  which, 
starting with From will return all subsequent partitions in Parts.  It is defined by 
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generator(From,From).  
generator(Last ,P)  :- next_part i t ion(Last ,New),  
generator(New,P).  
We now have, for example, 
?- generator([(2,1) ,  (3,2), (4,1), (5,2)],P). 
P = [ (2, 1), (3, 2), (4, 1), (5, 2)] ; 
P = [ (1, 2), (3, 2), (4, 1), (5, 2)] ; 
5.3.2. Representat ive  admissible permutat ions  
The number of permutation types to be considered can be further reduced by concentrating 
on admissible permutations, i.e., on those without a 1-cycle; the types of these we obtain by 9 
?- bagof (_P ,_I'_A^_T^ (generator ( [(8, I)] ,_P), 
-P = [(_I,_A) I_T], _I > I), Ps). 
Ps = [[ (8,  1)] ,  [(2, 1) , (6,  1)3, [(3, 1) , (5,  1)] ,  [(4, 2)] ,  
[(2, 2) , (4 ,  1)],  [(2, 1) , (3,  2)] ,  [(2, 4)]]  
We therefore have to consider here a mere seven types, l° (Again, contrast his with the 14, 833 
admissible permutations considered earlier!) All we have to do now is to create for each admissible 
type a representative p rmutation. 
Suppose we want to construct a representative p rmutation for the type [213351], a partition 
of 16. An example permutation of this type in the cycle notation is obtained by simply grouping 
the elements of {1,. . . ,  16} according to the length of the cycles needed: 
(1 2 ) (3  4 5 ) (6  7 8 ) (9  10 11)(12 13 14 15 16). (7) 
Using the two-line notation, we rewrite this as 
(12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16) 
1 4 5 3 7 8 6 10 11 9 13 14 15 16 12 ' (8) 
k / 
which then in the Prolog implementation will be denoted by 
[2, 1, 4, 5, 3, 7, 8, 6, 10, 11, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 12]. (9) 
The Prolog implementation f (7)-(9) is in three steps. 
(a) A predicate spl i t (+N,+Type,-S)  is used to partition [1,.. . ,  16] into a list of sublists S 
according to Type: n 
?- split (16, [(2,1),(3,3),(5,1)],_S),  write_term(_S,[]).  
[ [1 ,2] ,  [3 ,4,5] ,  [6,7,8] ,  [9,10,11], [12,13,14,15,16]] 
spl i t /3 is readily defined by the accumulator technique. 
9This query suggests the following definition of ad_partition(+N, ?P), a predicate for generating (and testing) 
admissible partitions of N: 
ad_partition(N,[(I,A) IT]) :- generator([(N,l)],[(I,A)IT]), I > I. 
l°We know from Section 5.1 that there will be six types of admissible permutations whose matrices have distinct 
rows. Therefore, for one of the seven types its patterned matrix won't have distinct rows. This is the one 
corresponding to p in (2). We confirm this by the query 
?- var_matrix(8,_M), rep_perm(8, [ (2, 1), (3, 2)],-Perm), 
list_permute (_Perm, _M, _M2), transpose (_M2, _M), distinct (_M). 
No 
as p is of type [2132]. 
lXThe first argument of sp l i t /3  is redundant as it can be computed from Type. Not having to recompute it,
however, will save computing time. 
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(b) map l i s t /3  is applied to rotate each sublist in the above list-of-lists, n 
? -  sp l i t (16 ,  [ (2 ,1 ) ,  (3 ,3 ) ,  (5 ,1 ) ]  ,_S), map l i s t  ( ro ta te , _S ,_R) ,  
write_term(_R, [] ) . 
[[2,1], [4,5,3], [7,8,6], [10,11,9], [13,14,15,16,12]] 
(b) Finally, flatten/2 is used to obtain the list in (9). 
(a)-(c) give rise to rep_perm(+N, +Type,-Perm), a predicate for finding a representative permu- 
tation of a given type. 
rep_perm(N,Type,Perm) :- split(N,Type,S), 
maplist (rotate, S, R), 
flatten (R,Perm). 
5.4. Fas t  Computat ion  o f  the  Total 
Based on the building blocks #om Section 5.3, we are now in a posit ion to define a new version 
of square /5 :  
square(Size,M,Total,Frequencies,Permutation) : -  
var_matrix(Size,M), 
ad_partition(Size,Partition), 
rep_perm(Size,Partition,Permutation), 
list_permute(Permutation,M,P), 
transpose(P,M), 
distinct(M), 
eval_matrix(M,Frequencies), 
total(Frequencies,Total). 
square /5  returns for a given problem size on backtracking a ~asible solution (if it exists) ~r  
each permutat ion type. en igma/ i  (whose code is not shown here) then uses square /5  to select 
a solution with the maximum total. With this new version, the problem is solved with a much 
reduced computing time. For example, for a 14 x 14 board, we get a near instantaneous response 
thus: 
?- enigma(14). 
Maxlmum total = 4900 
Column to Row permutation: 
[ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14] 
[ 2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7 10 9 12 11 14 13] 
Board: 
[ 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13] 
[ 1 1 3 2 5 4 7 6 9 8 11 10 13 12] 
[ 3 2 14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24] 
[ 2 3 14 14 16 15 18 17 20 19 22 21 24 23] 
[ 5 4 16 15 25 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33] 
[ 4 5 15 16 25 25 27 26 29 28 31 30 33 32] 
[ 7 6 18 17 27 26 34 34 35 36 37 38 39 40] 
[ 6 7 17 18 26 27 34 34 36 35 38 37 40 39] 
[ 9 8 20 19 29 28 36 35 41 41 42 43 44 45] 
[ 8 9 19 20 28 29 35 36 41 41 43 42 45 44] 
12Rotations are discussed in [7] extensively. 
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[ 11 10 22 21 31 30 38 37 43 42 46 46 47 48] 
[ 10 11 21 22 30 31 37 38 42 43 46 46 48 47] 
[ 13 12 24 23 33 32 40 39 45 44 48 47 49 49] 
[ 12 13 23 24 32 33 39 40 44 45 47 48 49 49] 
(The earlier version won't solve this problem due to memory shortage and excessive computing 
time.) Some of the new CPU times are shown in Table 3. 
The complete Prolog code for the fast version is shown in the Appendix. 
Table 3. New CPU times. 
Size 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Seconds 0.11 0.22 0.39 0.55 1.21 1.54 3.02 4.23 7.36 
APPENDIX  
PROLOG CODE 
New Sc ient i s t  puzz le  Enigma 1225 
var_matr ix(S ize,M) : -  repeat (S i ze ,S i ze ,RowLengths) ,  
map l i s t (var_ l i s t ,RowLengths ,M) .  
repeat (X , l , [X ] )  : -  !. 
repeat(X,N, [X IR])  : -  NewN i s  N - 1, 
repeat(X,NewN,R). 
var_ l i s t (N ,L )  : -  l ength(L ,N) .  
t ranspose(M,T)  : -  [HNj = M, 
length(H,NCols ) ,  
f rom_to(1,NCols ,L) ,  
map l i s t (co l (M) ,L ,T ) .  
col (Matr ix ,N,Column) : -  map l i s t (n th l (N) ,Mat r ix ,Co lunm) .  
list_permute([],_,[]). 
l ist_permute([PlIRest],L,[H)T]) :- nthl(PI,L,H), 
list_permute(Rest,L,T) o 
zip([],_,[]) :- !. 
zip(_,[],[]) :- !. 
zip([HIITI],[H21T2],[(HI,H2) IT]) :- zip(Ti,T2,T). 
from_to(M,N,L) :- (var(L); is_list(L)), 
:- NewAcc is Acc+ X * Y, 
total(T,NewAcc,S). 
snd((_,X) ,X). 
retain_var (_, [] , [] ). 
retain_var(V,[HIT],[HIL]) :- H == V, 
retain_var (V ,T,L). 
retain_var(V, [HIT] ,L) :- H \== V, 
ret ain_var (V, T, L). 
count_var(VarList,Var,Num) :- retain_var(Var,VarList,List), 
length (List, Num). 
total (IntPairs ,Total) : - total (IntPairs ,0 ,Total). 
total([] ,S,S). 
total([(X,Y) (T] ,Acc,S) 
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integer (M), 
integer (N), 
M =< N, 
from_to_acc(M, [NS ,L), !. 
from_to(H,N,[HITS) :- last([HIT],N),  !, H =< N. 
from_to_acc (H, [H ITS , [H I T] ). 
from_to_acc (M, [H IT] ,L) "- 
NewHead is H - 1, 
!, from_to_acc(M, [NewHead,HIT] ,L). 
evaLmatr ix (Matr ix ,FreqSorted)  :- 
f lat ten(Matr ix  ,Entries), 
setof (E,member (E,Entries), Set), 
mapl ist  (count_var (Entries), Set, Mult ipl ic i t ies) ,  
zip (Mult ipl icit ies, Set ,Frequencies), 
sort (Frequencies ,FreqSorted), 
mapl ist  (snd,FreqSorted,VarsSorted),  
length (VarsSor ted, NVars), 
from_to ( 1, NVar s, VarsSorted).  
dist inct ( [_] ) . 
d ist inct([HIT])  :- notin(H,T),  dist inct(T).  
notin(_, [] ) . 
not in(E,[HlT])  :- E \== H, notin(E,T).  
next_part it ion( [(2, I) IT] , [(1,2) IT]). 
next_part i t ion([(2,AlphaK) IT] , [(1,2), (2,NewAlphaK)IT] ) :- 
AlphaK > i, 
NewAlphaK is Alpha}( - i. 
next_part it ion( [(K, l) IT] , [(i,i), (NewK,l) IT]) :- 
K>2,  
NewK is K - I. 
next_part it ion ( [ (K, AlphaK) IT] , [ ( i, i), (NewK, i), (K, NewAlphaK) ] T] ) • - 
K>2,  
AlphaK > i, 
NewK is K - i, 
NewAlphaK is Alpha/< - I. 
next_part it ion ( [ ( i, Alphal), (2, i) ] T] , [ ( I, NewAlpha) I T] ) • - 
NewAlpha is Alphal + 2. 
next_part it i on ( [ ( I, A lpha i), ( 2, Alpha2) I T] , [ ( i, NewAlphal) ,  (2, N ewAlpha2 ) I T] ) : 
Alpha2 > 1, 
NewAlphal is Alpha1 + 2, 
NewAlpha2 is Alpha2 - I. 
next_part i t ion([( l ,Alphal) ,  (L,I) IT] , [(Rest,l), (NewL,Ratio) IT]) :- 
L>2,  
NewL is L - I, 
Rest is (Alpha1 + L) mod NewL, 
Rest > O, 
Ratio is (Alphal + L) // NewL. 
next_part it ion( [(i ,Alphal), (L, I) IT], [(NewL,Ratio) IT] ) "- 
L>2,  
NewL is L - I, 
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Rest  i s  (A lpha l  + L) mod NewL, 
Rest  =:= O, 
Ratio is (Alphal + L) // NewL. 
next_partition([(l,Alphal),(L,AlphaL)[T], 
[(Rest,l),(NewL,Ratio),(L,NewAlphaL)IT]) "- 
L > 2, 
AlphaL > I, 
NewL is L - i, 
Rest is (Alphal + L) mod NewL, 
Rest > O, 
Ratio is (Alpha1 + L) // NewL, 
NewAlphaL is AlphaL - 1. 
next_partition([(l,Alphal),(L,AlphaL)IT], [(NewL,Ratio),(L,NewAIphaL)IT]) :- 
L > 2, 
AlphaL > i, 
NewL is L - i, 
Rest is (Alphal + L) mod NewL, 
Rest =:= O, 
Ratio is (Alphal + L) // NewL, 
NewAlphaL is AlphaL - i. 
ad_partition(N,[(K,AlpaK) IT]) :- generator([(N,l)],[(K,AlpaK)mT]), K > i. 
generator(From,From). 
generator(Last,P) :- next_partition(Last,New), 
generator(New,P). 
split(N,Type,S) :- from_to(l,N,L), 
spliz(L,Type,[],S). 
split([],[(_,O)],Acc,S) :- reverse(Acc,S), !. 
split(L,[(_,O) IT],Acc,S) :- split(L,T,Acc,S). 
split(L, [(K,AIphaK) ]T] ,Acc,S) :- 
AlphaK >0, 
append (LI, L2, L), 
length (LI ,K), 
NewAlphaK is AlphaK - i, 
split(L2,[(K,NewAlphaK) IT],[LlIAcc],S). 
rotate([HmT],L) :- append(T,[H],L). 
rep_perm(N,Type,Perm) :- split(N,Type,S), 
maplist(rotate,S,R), 
flatten(R,Perm). 
square(Size,M,Total,Frequencies,Permutation) :- 
var_matrix(Size,M), 
ad_partition(Size,Partition), 
rep_perm(Size,Partition,Permutation), 
list_permute(Permutation,M,P), 
transpose(P,M), 
distinct(M), 
eval_matrix(M,Frequencies), 
total(Frequencies,Total). 
enigma(Size) :- 
setof(Total,M^Freq^Perm^square(Size,M,Total,Freq,Perm),Totals), 
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last(Totals,Max), 
square(Size,Board,Max,_,P), 
write('Maximum total = '), write(Max), nl, 
write('Column to Row permutation:\n'), 
from_to(1,Size,Indeces), 
write_imatrix([Indeces,P]), nl, 
write('Board:\n'), 
write_imatrix(Board). 
% Formatted matrix output write_imatrix/1 and auxiliaries ... 
write_imatrix(M) :- 
largest(M,Max), 
ndigits(Max,ND), 
Width is ND + 2, 
write_imatrix(Width,M). 
write_imatrix(_,[]). 
write_imatrix(Width, [HIT]) "- 
write_ilist(Width, H), nl, 
write_imatrix(Width, T). 
write_ilist(Width, List) :- 
length(List,Length), 
int_to_atom(Width,WidthA), 
concat_atom(['%',WidthA,'r'],Atom), 
repeat(Atom,Length,Format1), 
append(Format1,[']'],Format2), 
concat_atom(['['IFormat2],Format), 
writer(Format,List). 
maximum([H]T],M) :- maximum(T,H,M). 
maximum([],Acc,Acc). 
maximum([HIT],Acc,M) 
largest(Matrix,Max) 
:- NewAcc is max(H,Acc), maximum(T,NewAcc,M). 
:- flatten(Matrix,F), 
maplist(abs,F,A), 
maximum(A,Max). 
ndigits(N,ND) :- digits(N,D), length(D,ND). 
digits(N,D) :- integer(N), digits(N,[],D). 
digits(N,Acc,[NIAcc]) :- N < 10, !. 
digits(N,Acc,D) "- H is N mod 10, 
NewN is N // 10, 
digits(NewN, EHIAcc],D). 
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